I The Formative Years 1925-1949
Tanaka Masaharu 1 was born in Kyoto in 1925 and lived through the long Showa Era 1925 Era -1989 to the Heisei Era till 2000 Although his lifetime of 75 years is not very long and less than the average today it may be said to be a dramatic one His birthplace Kyoto was the ancient capital of Japan a place of various traditional as well as modern cultures He lived there almost all of his life although when he was a university student he was forced to discontinue his education as he was compulsorily dispatched to an army camp in Shikoku Island where he was trained for five months during the last year of the Second World War He was then dismissed when the war ended in 1945
He grew up in traditional Kyoto culture and studied in the city of Kyoto from his childhood through junior high-school at Sanko the Third Senior High School in Kyoto and then at Kyoto Imperial University He was called Sindo genius in his childhood and even in Sanko his genius was quite evident according to the memoir of his classmate Ochi Takeomi 1923 Takeomi -2006 At the age of 25 Tanaka was given a teaching post at Kyoto University after the Imperial War had ended and was promoted to the position of professor at the Faculty of Economics in 1968 However he resigned in 1974 at the age of 49 owing to a trouble in the Faculty or University He then became a professor at Konan University in Kobe It was a hard time However he continued to live in Kyoto and enjoyed his life there He presided over research meetings and enjoyed Utai Noh song a kind of high culture and the game of Go in which he was proud of having achieved the skill level of San Dan three grade which means very difficult and In prewar Japan Marxism was already banned German Philosophy especially NeoKantian Philosophy and the German Historical School were popular in Kyoto and Hitotsubashi Universities and to a lesser degree in Tokyo University In these circumstances Tanaka was naturally motivated to study Weber In Japan during those years Weber and Karl Marx functioned as intellectual mentors Both analyzed capitalism from a critical point of view and Japanese intellectuals were profoundly critical of capitalism It seemed clear to them that the wealth and power of capitalism and nationalism necessarily gave rise to imperialism which through competition or rivalry between major countries aimed at colonial and territorial expansions Besides they could draw such a view from the writings of Hobson Lenin and Hilferding Maruyama Masao 1914 -1996 Ohtsuka Hisao 1907 -1996 and Uchida Yoshihiko 1913 -1989 all from Tokyo University were under the intellectual influence of Marx and Weber After the War they formed a kind of liberal intellectual circle later to be called the Civil Society School This School had a major influence on younger generations at least from the post-war era to the 1960s Tanaka as a student was no exception While Uchida was famous for his study of Adam Smith he was more influenced by Marx and Weber insofar as he was a critic of capitalism He wrote that he studied Adam Smith to refute him What he meant was that Smith was a champion of liberal or bourgeois individualism and the market economy and liberal individualism and the market economy had to be overcome by Marxian thought But Uchida also believed that the idea of civil society had a continual value in every society past present and future though the idea itself was not necessarily clear Thus there was a fundamental question before Tanaka as well as others The unique military and feudal imperialism of prewar Japan or Japanese fascism was defeated completely because of its own defects and the overwhelming military power of the USA and her allies The essential question then was which social system-capitalism or socialism communism -to adopt
The legacy of the controversies concern- or Mizuta Hiroshi were After World War II Japan was occupied by GHQ and the new constitution was formed with the collaboration of GHQ New-Dealer and some Japanese politicians The Japanese government and a majority of the parliament determined to become a partner of the USA However the academic majority opposed the peace treaty solely with the USA; they wanted an overall peace treaty with all the countries concerned including the USSR As public intellectuals they criticized the government and its policy in such major journals as Sekai Chuoh-Koron and Tenbo and their influence was considerable After spending two years or so as a graduate student Tanaka The liberal Deguchi School later named the Economic Cooperative Research Circle though a small circle at that time continued to make its presence felt in the Japanese academic world and many excellent scholars were associated with the School both from within and outside At Kyoto University Tanaka met many superior researchers professors and students He was stimulated by them and this association widened the scope of his friends and interests and deepened his thought Sakamoto Keiichi 1925-a specialist on Saint-Simon French economic and utopian thought and economics of agriculture and Ueyama Yasutoshi 1925-an expert on German legal history and Max Weber were among them Ueyama was of the same age as Tanaka but was sent to Manchuria as a soldier and became a prisoner of war of the Soviet army in Siberia He had returned home in 1949 Aoyama Hideo was also a specialist in Weber and in those days Kyoto University had a number of Max Weber scholars in a wide sense of the word There were a few right-wing or conservative intellectuals in Kyoto University as well as in Japan as a whole During the war the right-wing professors in Tokyo University and the Kyoto Gakuha Kyoto School of Kyoto University intellectually supported the totalitarian state policy of making a great prosperous Empire in East Asia and justified the territorial expansion to China and other countries resulting in a great number of victims of war They were severely criticized after the War Tanaka and his friends at Kyoto University lived seriously through the distress and critical time after the War but had a common idea and a strong hope to make Japan a good country However the good country was not self-evident They never used the word patriotism or the love of country They also questioned what a good country socialist society liberal society or other such terms meant Since they did not have the word republicanism or patriotism they could not define their idea of the nation or country in clear terms
The words democracy and liberalism independence liberty equality natural right etc were frequently used but they were confounded and fell into obscurity and sometimes resolved into chaos The reasons for this chaos were too complicated The hostility between the USA and Soviet Russia divided the world into the West and the East This hostility reflected on the ideas of leftwing intellectuals in Japan The cold war ultimately determined the structure of the chaotic situation in Japan
II Young Teacher 1950-1967
As a young lecturer Tanaka joined the Japanese Society for the History of Economic Thought JSHET from the beginning and also the Research Group for Economic Principles which was a predecessor of the Society for Economic Theory mainly composed of Marxian economists Sugihara Shiro and others Tanaka was influenced by Uchida Yoshihiko so-called Denker Uchida and respected him more than others in this period Tanaka s respect for Uchida was due to the success of his book 4 He read many other Russian thinkers including Narodniki Marxists and others to understand their ideas in the context of a number of the controversies concerning the status quo of the Russian society and capitalism the nature of ideal society the future of Russia and ways for socialist revolutions Tanaka s intensive study during this time reminds us of the heroic efforts of Max Weber who began to study Russian and mastered it in a short time to follow and understand the Russian Revolution 1905 its circumstances and the reasons why it happened Finally Tanaka s efforts resulted in the publication of a voluminous work A Study on the History of Russian Economic Thought in 1967 Minerva Shobo Kyoto Tanaka was forty-two years old when the book was published As a nearly 500-page book it was called epoch-making in the Japanese academia Fourteen reviews appeared in a couple of years and Mizuta Hiroshi appreciated it as the only book which appears scarcely once in ten years 5 In his book Tanaka for the first time not only in Japan but also in the world comprehensively described Russian economic thought during the 19th century and especially analyzed in concrete terms the various arguments of economists and revolutionaries of various parties or factions in the 1890s as the history of the capitalist controversy Secondly he attempted to situate Russian economic thought in the wider history of economic thought; and thirdly he endeavored to find the origin of Russian Marxism Such a work had never been written by that time either in the Soviet Union or in the western countries He wrote in the book Some tides of economic thoughts in Russia bloomed in the controversy of Russian capitalism and made their characteristics clear and brought about a classical situation in the history of economic thought in Russia If we succeed in grasping this phase we seem to attain the strategic point of view holding a considerable wide perspective of the history of Russian economic thought 3rd ed 1969 p 4
This work brought him the degree of Doctor of Economics and he was promoted to the position of professor at Kyoto University Faculty of Economics in 1968 He might have dreamed of a fruitful research life but his social renown and stability did not last so long The year 1960 was an epoch-making year when Japan determined to form a closer alliance with the USA the Japan-U S Security Treaty However the opposition to this move was considerably strong and the Kishi administration of the Liberal Democratic Party which forced the introduction of such a policy collapsed because of the fierce opposition by progressive citizens and intellectuals Though Tanaka did not support the government policy he did not become actively involved in the political movement Instead he was determined to clarify the essence of Marxism and Marxian economics in this period and as just mentioned he was promoted to the position of professor of Principles of Economics Keizai-Genron the economic theory He worked very hard on his research from 1967 onward but his concentration was disturbed by the student movement As is well known Japan experienced high economic growth especially in the 1960s and 70s and the affluent society Galbraith was born along with serious environmental problems The affluence naturally resulted in the decline of Marxism whereas the environmental pollution caused by the capitalist industrial corporations strengthened the influence of Marxism and other oppositional ideologies and actions Therefore that was a great turning point for Japanese society and social sciences especially Marxism There were many problems in the post-war world raised by the antagonism between the West and the East Various forms of corruption were found everywhere
In 1968 students in Europe America and Japan protested against the long cold war the Vietnam War 1960 -1975 On returning from Europe Tanaka encountered the radical actions of a left-wing assistant Takemoto who was still promoting his so-called revolutionary movement to fight against the Japanese police and continued his long absence from Kyoto University Takemoto was suspected to have instructed someone to kill a member of the Japanese Self Defense Force and a warrant for his arrest was issued Takemoto was innocent but he escaped in order to fight against the police He had some supporters and could escape for a long time Tanaka was embarrassed to be involved in this affair For him and the Deguchi School Takemoto was a promising talented researcher among the disciples of Professor Deguchi and Hirai At that time Takemoto was a good researcher of Rosa Luxemburg Tanaka was famous for his sharp argument-he issued words like a revolver-and direct criticism that his friends and students enjoyed Perhaps many sharp arguments were exchanged between Tanaka and Takemoto But his strong arguments and direct criticism could not always bring out the posi-tive fruits he wanted As a radical thinker Takemoto continued his absence from Kyoto University to fight against the power of the state and Tanaka had to leave the university because of his determined action as a responsible professor It was an unintended result He showed leadership to resolve the problem of Takemoto s absence and the Faculty of Economics determined to propose his dismissal to the President of Kyoto University Many opposed the proposal and the President suspended the dismissal Tanaka s leadership might have been only formal but it resulted in his isolation from many colleagues and students of the University Though he may not have expected to resign he never regretted his determination because it was strictly connected with the ethic of responsibility that Max Weber taught him Weber retired from Heidelberg University at the age of forty-two and Tanaka resigned as professor of Kyoto University at the age of forty-eight but for different reasons Both were not old This bitter experience it may be said made Tanaka a deliberate prudent and virtuous professor Most members of the Deguchi School were continually active in research and teaching and many became academic leaders in the universities in the western part of Japan in due course The Ohtsuka School of Economic History and the Uno Schule School led by Ohtsuka Hisao and Uno Kozo respectively and composed of very famous and powerful professors mainly from the University of Tokyo still showed a strong presence The influence of Yoshimoto also prevailed in each campus and in journalism but Tanaka had no interest in Yoshimoto He parted gradually from these two Ito became a Keynesian and he once explained that he became a specialist in Keynes out of negative choice-he wanted to study Adam Smith but Mizuta had already started his Adam Smith study and therefore he changed to study Keynes Though Tanaka evaluated Ito s work he did not regard Keynes as a subject for serious study Though Tanaka understood the importance of Keynes and had all the volumes of Keynes Works he did not engage with his theories
In the midst of the Vietnam War the civil war in Kampuchea Cambodia and the Cultural Revolution in China 1966-77 Japan enjoyed peace and economic prosperity This gave birth to an affluent society in the 1970s which produced and maintained a great number of middle-class people This middle class which had received liberal democratic education after the War became the pillar and basis of society and Japanese society came to have a stable structure based on its middle class Tanaka was interested in the Vietnam War and hated American imperialism However he was rather skeptical about the Cultural Revolution in mainland China The affluent society recently born as a result of rapid economic growth in Japan had a double or ambivalent effect giving rise to radical student power critical of the establishment on the one hand and the decline of Marxism in Japan on the other hand which contributed to the maintenance of the estab- In the 1980s both the Japanese academia and journalism were interested in and strongly influenced by French Post-Structuralism Asada Akira s Structure and Power which summarized Post-Structuralism was enthusiastically hailed by the youth The New Academism-which was a kind of amalgam of journalism and academics or a fusion of amateurism and professionalismwas born and became great in this period It may be said that French modern philosophy and ideas from Jean-Paul Sartre 1905 -1980 Lévi-Strauss 1908 -2009 Louis Althusser 1918 -1990 Michele Foucault 1926 -1984 Roland Barthes 1915 -1980 and others had a lasting influence in postwar Japan Yamaguchi Masao 1931-2013 cultural anthropology was one of the key persons of this trend Tanaka showed no serious interest in these fashionable trends; instead he moved to the study of liberalism from a historical perspective Together with his study circle in Kyoto Tanaka read various books in various fields in order to overcome Marxism or find a way out of it Soon he came to evaluate the legacy of liberalism and of Hayek Kantian Liberalism was his favorite in his high-school days However he now took Anglo-American and Australian Liberalism seriously As he entered the world of liberalism Marxism became a more deficient ideology for him He gradually lost interest in creating a refined Marxian economic theory that would be an alternative to the Uno Genron Economic Principles
As mentioned earlier Tanaka published a Japanese anthology of Hayek s writings Market, Knowledge, and Liberty in 1986 with the help of his disciple Hideo Tanaka a specialist in Scottish Enlightenment This translation was read widely and became a forerunner of the Hayek boom in Japan far beyond Tanaka s expectation although the Hayek boom had started earlier in the West Tanaka did not always enshrine Hayek but apparently he highly appreciated Hayek s argument of liberalism including the distinction between true and false liberalism However this translation did not go down well with Ito Mitsuharu At lunch time at one of the annual meetings of JSHET in about 1987 he asked indignantly Why have you translated Hayek? He is not only conservative but also reactionary As a distinguished economist Ito was a Keynesian and full of confidence to be always progressive He did not appreciate Hayek or his liberalism even though he appreciated Marx I do not dare to say whether Tanaka or Ito was right It is true that the differences between them were not small Tanaka was a good rival to Ito not only in Gakumon scientific activity but also in the game of Go
The cold war ended gradually in the 1980s and at last in 1989 the Revolution of East Europe happened leading to a collapse of the socialist regime The change to a market economy was not easy but the ideal of a socialist planned economy had failed completely The reason for this failure was a problem to be understood There were many arguments in which Hayek had a powerful opinion He argued that the construction of a great society that conceived the omnipotence of the central government in regulating society or economic activity in socialism was only a fantasy The most important thing is to know the limitations of reason He criticized the arrogance of reason or intelligence as if it could accomplish everything According to him the knowledge available on the actual spot or individual want was the most important element in an economy Without the existence of a market he believed man could not regulate the economy
In the 1980s the social history of the Annales School had a great influence in Japan Many writings of Fernand Braudel 1902 -1985 Immanuel Le Roy Ladurie 1929-and others of the Annales had been translated and published in these years Immanuel Wallerstein 1930-also became popular through translation Tanaka was not so interested in them He was skeptical about this history boom as he was about new academism in Japan Amino Yoshihiko 1928 Yoshihiko -2004 The dictatorship of one or a few members of the Communist Party in the socialist states naturally fell into corruption The luxurious and privileged life of the governing class of communists in these states who forgot and discarded the ideal of Salus Populi and neglected the poverty of the people revealed their fraud and injustice even though they declared that their state was a commonwealth republic A republic without virtues was no more a commonwealth Thus the ancient regime of socialist states finally broke down
The collapse of socialist states in Eastern Europe influenced the movement toward democracy in other countries including mainland China but the protest for liberty and democracy in China was oppressed violently by the Communist government and its army whose leaders were Deng Xiaoping 1904 -1997 and Jiang Zemin 1926 I think that liberalism is a principle but protectionism cannot become a principle A principle means that if we get out of it the outcome necessarily becomes fatally bad When I say so the following refutation is expected instantly That is historically every country has properly used both liberalism and protectionism for their national interests And now it is the reality that the major countries in the world generally support liberalism but maintain exceptional protections and never give way Therefore aren t both equal? This refutation seems to be true But what is the result when the protectionism of each country is intensified? The consequence is the creation of a small uneconomical reproduction area with higher cost than the world market in a closed national economy or blocked economic zones united as colonies and semi-colonies with a strong country also uneconomical The world market will become small or extinct and there will be a great international political crisis Protectionism gave rise to the causes of World War I and II together with the redivision of colonies and expansion of territory 11 The Methodology Research Meeting mentioned earlier continued its research and discussion from 1974 through 2000 and beyond meeting about once a month and conducting more than 200 such meetings After Tanaka s death his followers continued this Meeting for some years but it was closed in due course with a change of generation Tanaka was a leader both in JSHET and the Methodology Research Meeting for a long time His influence was considerable in both groups However he did not become famous outside the academia mainly because he did not write for popular readers He confined himself to the small society of learned specialists He always endeavored to create original and excellent studies
The Methodology Research group was composed mainly of economists and historians of economic thought Therefore they were not too interested in the Cambridge contextual analysis developed mainly in the area of the history of political thought However they knew very well the method of social sciences developed by Max Weber There was a wide common basis between Weber and the Cambridge School in their approach to texts Quentin Skinner 1940-refers to Max Weber in his article Meanings and Contexts It may be said that Max Weber was as it were a contextualist before the rise of contextualism The reason was found in the essence of historical analysis It was apparent that the historical analysis of texts whether political or economic had to be contextual Both Maruyama Masao and Kobayashi Noboru may be said to have been contextualists before the rise of contextualism Their approaches to the old texts were not simply textual but contextual in which they consciously discovered the background and the intention of the author the contexts of debates and changes and continuances of ideas and thoughts-innovations and succession or inheritances The historical study of ideas and ideologies must be concrete contextual analysis insofar as it is not an un-historical and abstract idea Begriff notion analysis Tanaka passed away after a long sickness in 2000 at the age of 75 His wife had died long before him He intended to publish at least two more books One was The Issues of Max Weber in Japanese which was published in 2001 It was his last book He also edited a small book A Memorial of a Historian of Economic Thought before his death This book comprised essays where he talked about other areas in his life besides academics It was also a testimony of his deeply loved personality A colleague in Konan University once talked about Tanaka comparing him with Amadeus Mozart Though there were several differences between the two but in his opinion both were by nature geniuses and innocent There remained a great number of notebooks that are evidence to his enduring endeavor and industriousness In many notebooks the writings ended after a few pages which may be a reflection of his swift change of interests or a consequence of his nervous depression There was one named Adam Smith Society in which he noted the record of its meeting This may be a testimony that he cherished this senior society Tanaka became an economist and historian of economic thought It was his choice but perhaps the times greatly influenced this choice If he was born in another day he might have become a different specialist more philosophical or artistic Tanaka as a historian of economic thought was not identical with his original nature and talent Tanaka was good at the game of Go and indeed he was strong He was also a good singer of Utai Noh song He liked to watch baseball and was a fan of the Giants Yomiuri Kyojin Though he enjoyed his life but whether he enjoyed his science Wissenschaft as a profession Beruf is not certain Tanaka was a very skillful speaker full of wit and irony Sharp criticism with humor was his specialty His conversation pleased everyone The lunchtime restaurant in Konan University became a salon whose center was Tanaka 
